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HTR Topics 

Five Important Benefits of Using the Robot Beyond Spot Plays 
 

 

The HTR subscriber base increased dramatically since the Robot was implemented into the software.  
While it is most often used to develop spot plays, there are important implications to using it in terms of 

understanding the core science of handicapping and profitable prediction. 
 

5) Never Say Never 

I'm fascinated with the extremes of data.  The Robot demonstrates that with horse racing prediction, there 

are no absolutes, far from it.  In terms of winners, it is almost impossible to construct a play that hits more 
than 55%, unless they are all 1/5 shots.  On the losing end, pushing anything below 1% is nearly as 

difficult.  We think of 1% or 2% as basically a certain loser, but in a large enough sample, that's 1 out of 

100 races or even 1 out of 50, which is less than one day of racing in most cases.  What we can learn from 
this is that random luck exerts a major influence on outcomes and we have to respect that reality and 

never assume we are in control mathematically. 
 

4) Outcome Prediction is Consistent - but Frustrating 

With our newsletter archives and historic test results we can easily document that most of our key factors 
continue to produce the same level of impact and win% year after year.  The (K) rating is the best 

example and continues to win at least 50% with its top-2 as it did in the 1990s.  However, the ROI for the 

top rated (K) ranks and many other key rankings have dropped considerably.  The Robot cannot embellish 

or spin a terrible ROI.  This sober reality is what helps us search deeper and to construct ratings that the 
public is not in tune with.   
 

3) The Public Catches on Fast 

Will it go forward?  That is the key question after uncovering a spot play or handicapping pattern with a 

profitable ROI.  The main reason for diminishing ROI with angles and spot plays is that the number of 
playable races is shrinking in North America.  In terms of a data sample size, the 30,000 to 40,000 

winners each year from quality races are easy for researchers to study.  The Robot is great at showing the 

numbers, but how do we outsmart our competition in the betting pools?  The answer is to learn to 

combine independent variables (i.e. Wk + Fr1) that are not obvious to the public instead of relying on 
single factors. 
 

2)  Passing Races 

After long hours of testing with Robot2, most of us come to a blunt conclusion that the majority of races 

are unplayable.  The necessity to pass is becoming more apparent due to fields that have two or three 
highly rated contenders that dominate the race.  While a single heavily bet favorite is sometimes beatable, 

it is too risky to wager on a race with multiple low odds standouts.  This scenario is especially easy to 

spot in the HTR-TOUR program.  A glance at the "Buzz" and "Negatives" columns often separates the 

obvious contenders in a single glance.  Unfortunately this is becoming more and more common even in 
large fields and it can be frustrating to find a breakthrough.  The better opportunities may be races with a 

single heavy favorite to overcome.   
 

1)  Tough Game - Fluid for Profits 
Output with the Robot is usually disappointing in terms of ROI.  A ballpark guess would be that 90% of 
my tests results show returns that lose 10% or more (ROI < 0.90).  But once in awhile, a nugget appears.  

The unexpected is a fundamental attraction with horse handicapping and the Robot is a great tool to 

discover surprises.  One unusual result that I have watched the last few years is the rise in Show ROI.  
The only conclusion is that serious bettors have discarded Show wagering and feel it is for suckers.  

Robot results often reveal the opposite and the Show ROI is superior to the Win quite often now.  This 

was not the case five years ago.  Perhaps the ban on rebates for low Show prices has taken the 'whales' out 

of the pool.  Another discovery is the inability to predict hot pace scenarios that favor closers.  Race 
shapes seldom unfold as expected and many longshot front-runners find themselves cruising on the lead 

and hold on for the exacta.  Maybe that is the key to making money betting horses -- staying open minded 

and a willingness to reject tired handicapping conventions that are now failing. 
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Horse Racing by the Numbers 

Statistically - Super Favorites  
 

Uncle Mo could not lose the Wood Memorial.  His odds were 1/9.  He was facing a field of unproven 

performers, none of whom had so much as finished 2nd in a stakes race prior to the Wood Memorial.  

Uncle Mo's credentials were impeccable as he was the 2yr champion and multiple Grade I winner.  Yet 
despite a clean trip and easy pace, he failed.   
 

Veteran horseplayers are never shocked at such an outcome.  Disappointment and upsets are perhaps the 

most captivating aspect of betting horses.  Many of us will make a Show bet against the heaviest favorites 

in small fields because they attract the "bridge jumpers" that make huge Show bets on apparent sure 
things.  The 'jumpers' usually cash, but it seems like the stress of these wagers, as with Uncle Mo who 

finished a fading 3rd, is too much to bear for such a small return on investment.  The nickname "bridge 

jumper" is a humorous way to describe what these bettors must feel when the improbable happens and 

their mortal lock finishes out of the money.   
 

Some 25 years ago, the famed "Dr. Z." (Dr. William Ziemba) was the first to conclude in his books that 
the minimum $2.10 Show payoff was a positive investment on certain heavy favorites in short fields.  

Makes sense mathematically yet the Show plunge is far too risky because of the huge bankroll required.  

Dr. Z. later showed how money could be made betting on these races by hedging for and against the 
heaviest favorites if the bridge jumpers were involved. 
 

Many of the heaviest favorites are entered in stakes races with small fields.  As with Uncle Mo, it is a 

pressure cooker at these low odds with all eyes on a single horse.  The connections are nervous and the 

jockey knows he has a target on his back.  The other riders have nothing to lose as the expectations are 

minimized for them.  It is also a precarious situation for the horse. 
 

Let's look at the stats on the heaviest bet horses.  I set my database to locate only 'super favorites' that 
went to post below 1/2 odds, or would pay less than $3.00 to Win ($2.10 thru $2.90 potential payoff).  

Notice the filters applied below.  Here is the full data set for these tests: 

 

 Test dates:  May 1, 2010 to April 30, 2011 

 Final Tote Odds:  0.05 - 0.45.  Win payoff would be $2.10 to $2.90.   

 Purse $10,000 or more.  This skips low handle races with small betting pools. 

 Race must have ALLOWED Show betting.  We want to assess an accurate Show ROI. 

 The odds-on choice was NOT part of a coupled entry, as this would distort the results. 

 

Test Results for Uncoupled Super Favorites 
 

Plays     Wins     WIN   W/P   ITM      WROI   PROI   SROI  

 1145      740     65%   82%   88%      0.85   0.91   0.94 

 

Analysis  
The (uncoupled) super favorites win almost 2/3 of their races.  This is the highest hit rate for any sub-

group with a 1000 or more sample of races that you'll find in all of horse racing.  We can conjecture a 

little bit here on these statistics.  The rate of ITM or Show (88%) barely exceeds the Place (82%).  That 
probably indicates that about 10% to 15% of these heavy favorites had an off day or were not fit to race.  

The ratio between the Place (82%) and Win (65%) tells us that a significant percentage of the super 

favorites are beaten 'on the square'.  In other words, the public badly misjudged one competitor who was 
able to defeat them.  That's important food for thought when you encounter these races.  The Place and 

Show ROI are significantly better than the Win.  There are several reasons for this including the 

perception by many that Place betting is for 'wimps' and Show betting is for "grandma".  Keep in mind 

one possible other reason:  the 'whales' who bet the most money into the pools do not receive rebates on 
payoffs below $2.40 Place or Show at most bet shops.   
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Horse Racing by the Numbers 

Statistically - Super Favorites  

 

It's instructive to break down the 'super favorites' by field size.  This gives us more insight into how the 
public bets them and to consider the fate of the bridge jumpers who favor small fields in order to decrease 

their risk.  Take a look: 
 

Super Favorites by Field Size 

Field     Plays   Wins     WIN   W/P   ITM      WROI   PROI   SROI  

   

  4        005     003     60%   80%   80%      0.84   0.88   0.84 

  5        147     098     67%   87%   96%      0.95   0.95   1.01  

  6        306     198     65%   87%   91%      0.85   0.96   0.96 

  7        282     197     70%   85%   90%      0.92   0.95   0.97 

  8        164     096     59%   74%   82%      0.78   0.85   0.88 

  9        111     072     65%   80%   89%      0.84   0.91   0.96 

 10+       124     074     60%   72%   81%      0.81   0.80   0.87      
     
Analysis 

4-Horse Fields and Show Bets 
I thought I must be seeing an error.  Don't all tracks cancel Show betting with less than 5 runners?  

Apparently they do not.  Here we have five races in my test sample that permitted Show wagering with 

just four horses:  03/26/11 HAW-4; 08/22/10 CBY-3; 08/14/10 CLS-8; 06/16/10 EVD-1; 06/05/10 RUI-

5. 
 

The explanation seems to be a gate malfunction that required the stewards to declare a horse as a "non-
starter" after the race was over.  BTW: The Show prices in the CLS race were huge, the bridge jumpers 

went for it and actually lost – they couldn't get a 1/9 shot to finish third in a field of four - ouch! 

 
5-Horse Fields are Bridge Jumper Best Bet 

If the bridge jumpers confine their Show bets on super favorites to 5-horse fields, they can earn a penny 

on the dollar (SROI = 1.01).  This is a leap of faith though because the 'jumpers are usually betting their 
entire bankroll on the outcome of one race.  They are hardly investing in the long run unless the bankroll 

is several million dollars as they must withstand four losses in a 100 race sequence.  One of the great 

mysteries of horse racing is how do bridge jumpers keep coming back despite so many narrow escapes 

and the inevitable out-of-the-money finish that would seem to wipe them out? 
 

Larger Fields 

With a field of 8 or more, those who bet the super favorites are in real trouble and catch just 60% winners.  
This means 40% losers with horses that are 2/5 odds or less.  That's a serious loss of money because a lot 

of cash has to be bet into the Win pool to get the odds down that far in large field.   
 

I noticed the higher loss rate with the VI rating as well.  The VI (volatility index, shown in the header of 

all HTR screens, ranges from 15 - 50) shows a clear separation in the result with the number 30.  If the Vi 

is below 30, then these heavy favorites are in trouble.   
 

K Rating 

The K-rating is a strong prognosticator for a loser at the lowest odds.  Surprisingly there were 29 of these 
super favorites with a (K) rating under 097 and every one of them lost the race!  Those who were rated 

under 110 on the (K) scale won less than 58% of the time.  Many of these will show up with an "86" (bad 

favorite) on the Tour report negative list.  A combination of a (K) rating under 110 and a Vi under 30 
provides a major opportunity to defeat a super favorite.   
 

Never bet to Win on the heaviest favorites, but if you are looking for a Pick-x single, be sure the (K) is 
over 110.  If the super favorite shows K=110+, then it is a very solid single as they win about 70% of 

their races.  If the Vi rating is over 40, they win even more often. 
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Handicapping With HTR 

An Up-to-Date Test of Class/Earnings Ratings  

 

The best book I ever read on the subject of thoroughbred class handicapping was James Quinn's:  The 
Handicapper's Condition Book (1986).  The book laid out specific class guidelines and eliminations for 

many types of races.  It was particularly enlightening on the subject of 3yr racing.  While much of the 

information is outdated and can be proven irrelevant in this era, it is a must read for any serious 
horseplayer because some of the concepts are still valid and the book is thought provoking.   
 

Quinn offered no significant hard data to back up any of his class assertions in the book.  In the mid-

1980s it was difficult to verify any method with a reliable sample as the technology and data were not 

available.  Quinn's experience and observations had to suffice.  Dr. William Quirin was the first to 
actually quantify and test class ratings such as Earnings-Per-Start (EPS) and Average Purse Value (APV).  

His samples were very small and much has changed in the 30-years since his books were published.   
 

Since the 1960s, dozens of horse systems, computer programs and calculators have utilized earnings to 

compute selections.  The "money box" (race record and earnings) as published in the Daily Racing Form 

and most racing programs, made it easy to perform simple arithmetic for class ratings.  The earnings 
methods have obvious flaws, especially with maiden races that included FTS and lightly raced horses.  

This requires handicappers to restrict these methods to older horses and non-maiden races.   

 
Earnings as Class 

Prior to the year 2000, a horse's earnings actually had some meaning.  Purses were a reliable indicator of 

the quality of the field.  Many elements have conspired to distort the genuine worth of a thoroughbred 

based on money won.  These include subsidies from slot and casino revenue, state-bred breeding 
incentives and added money to attract larger fields.  Young horses, ages 2yr and 3yr are key targets of 

higher purses as tracks want to provide a lure for owners to race younger horses.   
 

Let's find out exactly how well raw earnings predict the outcome of thoroughbred races in 2011.  It is 

imperative to filter the data to get an accurate sample.  Here are my parameters and these apply to all of 
the test results used in this article. 
 

 Test dates:  May 1, 2010 - April 30, 2011 

 NON MAIDEN races only 

 Races for OLDER HORSES only, 3up, 4up, etc.  (no races restricted to 2yr and 3yr) 

 All tracks and purse levels were tested 
 

I also separated the earnings based ratings into three categories: 
 

1. Lifetime Earnings 
2. Last 365-Day Earnings 

3. Turf earnings / Turf races only 

 

I tested the following methods for comparison: 
 

 Raw earnings rank - nothing more than the money earned - period. 

 EPS, or Earnings Per Start rank.  Divides the money won by the number of starts. 

 APV rank (data not shown).  Method of dividing W-P-S purse percentages. 

 HTR Class (CLA) ranking which is based on the idea of ACL (Average Competition Level). 
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Handicapping With HTR 

An Up-to-Date Test of Class/Earnings Ratings  
 

Earnings as Class 

On one level, it makes sense that the horse who has earned the most money has the most class.  Yet raw 

earnings is fraught with distortion such as comparing horses with unequal number of starts or including 
earnings from state-bred bonuses.   
 

The Rank - "Worst" in these tests indicate the horse who had the lowest rank in the field; for example 

rank 7 in a field of 7 starters would be the "worst" in that field.  The item "None" for the 365D and Turf 

sections indicate the horse had no earnings at all.  This could indicate, for example, a horse that had been 
off for over a year in the 365D category; or a horse that had never raced on turf prior, per the Turf 

statistics. 

 
Lifetime Raw Earnings - All Races Non-Maiden Older Horses 

Rank       Win   ITM    WROI     I.V. 

  1        17%   47%    0.79     1.37 

  2        16%   44%    0.77     1.24 

  3        14%   42%    0.74     1.12 

 Worst     09%   30%    0.67     0.72 

 

Last 365-Day Raw Earnings - All Races Non-Maiden Older Horses 

Rank       Win   ITM    WROI     I.V. 

  1        20%   53%    0.78     1.63 

  2        17%   48%    0.80     1.37 

  3        15%   44%    0.79     1.17 

 Worst     08%   21%    0.66     0.62 

 None      07%   19%    0.47     0.57 

 
Turf Raw Earnings / Turf Races Only, Non-Maiden Older Horses 

Rank       Win   ITM    WROI     I.V. 

  1        17%   46%    0.79     1.49 

  2        16%   45%    0.76     1.36 

  3        14%   43%    0.81     1.24 

 Worst     08%   25%    0.78     0.67 

 None      07%   23%    0.66     0.63 

 

Analysis 
Reminder of benchmarks for Impact Value (I.V.) 
 

2.00 +         Strongly positive correlation     

1.26 - 1.99    Moderate positive trend 

0.80 - 1.25    Neutral 

0.50 - 0.79    Moderate negative correlation 

0.49 - 0.00    Severe negative impact    
 

Rank of raw earnings has limited predictability and zero chance of profit.  It produces a very poor ROI for 

the top rankings.  Lifetime Earnings rank has surprisingly poor separation from top to bottom.  The 365-

Day did far better in terms of Win rates and I.V., but the ROI was still bad.  The Turf raw earnings won't 

help you find many winners on the grass and the ROI produces empty pockets in a hurry. 
 

I'm always interested in new elimination factors for HTR and anything with I.V. or ROI under 0.50 will 
get my attention.  But the "Worst" and "None" categories proved useless for eliminations.  One thing is 

clear though, the public is over betting the highest earnings even though they are very poor value bets. 
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Handicapping With HTR 

An Up-to-Date Test of Class/Earnings Ratings 

 

Earnings Per Start (EPS) as Class 
Dividing the earnings by the number of starts (EPS) is a simple and sensible solution to the problems 

inherent with raw earnings.  For the last 50 years EPS has been the basis of many mail order and manual 

systems, computer programs and horse bet calculators.  EPS is so simple that any school kid can compute 
it by looking at the Money Box in a the racing program or Daily Racing Form.  The Money Box is the 

horse's record of Starts and 1st - 2nd - 3rd place finishes and his Earnings.  The records usually include 

Lifetime, Last 365-Day, and today's Dist/Surface earnings.  Look at this example race below. 
 

Horse   Starts  Wn Pl Sh    $Earnings      $EPS        

HorseA    12    02-04-03      72,000       6000     

HorseB    29    05-03-01     145,000       5000 

HorseC    05    01-01-01      35,000       7000 
 

HorseB has by far the highest earnings and would be rank =1 in the previous test of Raw Earnings.  But 

when the money is divided by the total starts, HorseB is the lowest ranked EPS.  HorseC has the lowest 

raw earnings, but would be the top EPS rank.  Mathematically and logically, EPS is a method that should 
provide superior class comparison over raw earnings. 
 

Lifetime EPS - All Races Non-Maiden Older Horses 

Rank       Win   ITM    WROI     I.V. 

  1        22%   54%    0.79     1.77 

  2        18%   49%    0.82     1.47 

  3        15%   46%    0.77     1.23 

 Worst     05%   23%    0.57     0.43 

 

Last 365-Day EPS - All Races Non-Maiden Older Horses 

Rank       Win   ITM    WROI     I.V. 

  1        23%   54%    0.77     1.81 

  2        18%   49%    0.79     1.45 

  3        15%   45%    0.79     1.23 

 Worst     06%   23%    0.65     0.49 

 None      07%   20%    0.47     0.45 

 
Turf EPS / Turf Races Only, Non-Maiden Older Horses 

Rank       Win   ITM    WROI     I.V. 

  1        21%   50%    0.83     1.79 

  2        17%   48%    0.82     1.51 

  3        15%   44%    0.80     1.29 

 Worst     06%   22%    0.72     0.53 

 None      07%   23%    0.65     0.63 
 

Analysis 

EPS fares much better with Win% and I.V. than raw earnings.  Yet the ROI is still miserable.  The public 

is aware of these horses.  The odds are too low on the top choices to net anything close to a profit.  As far 
as eliminators, the worst ranked EPS in the Lifetime or 365-day categories fall under an I.V. of 0.50, 

which is significant.  However, there are many factors in HTR that have a much stronger negative 

correlation.  For example look at the same set of data for the "Worst" (K) rating below.  The loss rate far 
exceeds EPS.   
 

(K) Rating    Non-Maiden Older Horses 

Rank           Win   ITM    WROI     I.V. 

Worst          03%   17%    0.47     0.19 
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Handicapping With HTR 

An Up-to-Date Test of Class/Earnings Ratings  

 

APV as Class 
An alternative method of computing the earnings into class rating is called Average Purse Value (APV).  

I'll refer you to William Quirin's Winning at the Races chapter on Class and "Average Purse" for the 

mathematic explanation and basic formula.  Thirty years ago when he wrote the book he discussed the 
weaknesses of this method in terms of inconsistency of purse distribution.  That situation is far more 

pronounced today with purse payouts varying widely among tracks.  Bonus purse incentives and state-

bred benefits are almost impossible to keep track.   
 

I did test the APV formula as he outlined in the book.  As expected, the results were poor and did not 
exceed the EPS.  So I chose not to use space showing you the results here. 

 

ACL and HTR's Class Rating 

Another popular method of computing class is called "Average Competition Level" or ACL.  Earnings 
and purses are not used in ACL formulae.  Typically the ACL averages the race ratings or pars from a 

horse's recent starts to assess his competition.  We used this method for a period of time in HTR software 

starting in the late 1990s.  Our formula simply averaged the Race-PER ratings of the horse's last four 
starts.  While ACL can be a worthwhile complementary number for pace and speed, it is not very useful 

as class rating by itself.   
 

The problem with the generic ACL rating is that it tells us nothing about the horse's ability to handle the 

competition.  Horses that finish far back in every start against better company receive high ACL ratings 

even though they haven't done any running.  So another method was devised that considered the horse's 
effort as well as competition it faced.  This is the current "Class" (CLA) rating used in HTR.  Let's find 

out below how it compares to the earnings methods in terms of results. 

 
HTR Class Rating   Non-Maiden Older Horses 

Rank       Win   ITM    WROI     I.V. 

  1        24%   55%    0.86     1.90 

  2        19%   51%    0.84     1.50 

  3        15%   46%    0.81     1.22 

Worst      06%   22%    0.72     0.53 

  

Analysis 

From top to bottom, the "Class" (CLA) rating outperforms EPS in all statistical categories.  The top 

ranked horses with CLA rating have a strong impact value and an ROI that gives it some promise.  
Certainly we can say without hesitation that it is superior to any of the simple class methods based on 

earnings.  I tested CLA = 1 in Robot2 on all races (including maidens) and here some interesting results. 
 

HF 

It is not easy to boost the record of the HF horses as they already hit 50% winners.  But if the HF horse is 
also top ranked in Class, they win almost 55% of the time and 86% of them are ITM.  The sample size 

was about 1500 horses.  ROI was about 0.90 for Win, but higher for the Place and Show. 
 

ML Favorite 

This one was a surprise and the sample size was large.  The ML Favorites who were ranked on top with 
the Class rating won almost 40% of their races with ROI around 0.90 across the board.  That is a 

significant improvement over ML Favorites in general.  I'll keep the Class rating in mind now when I test 

for factors that help to predict the success or failure of favorites. 
 

It's obvious from the data that low-odds horses are the better bets when top ranked Class in the field.  The 

Class rating is a relatively weak factor for live longshots.  This makes sense as horses with clear class 
advantages will not escape the public eye. 
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Handicapping Longshots 

Longshot Factors - On Demand and "Price Play" 
 

 

The HTR programs have a variety of tags and flags for possible price plays --> 
 

 $ and $$ 

 Tour / Bomb 

 On Demand 

 Price Play 
 

The problem with the '$' approach is that it often identifies too many runners in the same race.  It is a 

valid criticism as some races have three or more such horses.  The Kentucky Derby tags almost every 
horse in the race with "$" or "$$".  The reason they tend to cluster in stakes races is that some of the 

factors involved are common to quality horses.  For example, in the Derby, nearly every entrant has an 

outstanding pedigree, trainer and/or workout pattern.   
 

On Demand and "Price Play" are far more isolated with their selections.  On Demand picks are shown 

only on the HTR-Tour screen.  The "Price Play" is a curious one-horse-per-race selection displayed solely 
on the default Program Screen in HTR2. 

 

On Demand 
The purpose of the On Demand was to separate potential plays in different odds categories.  Internally, 

the HTR-Tour software computes a 'score' for each horse based on the information found on the Tour 

screen.  Then it segregates the horses by ML odds ranges as shown below.  A minimum 'score' is required 

for selection and the highest score in that ML category becomes the pick.  If no horses meet the score 
requirement then no selection is issued in that category. 

 
On Demand Type                   ML Range              Min Score 

1- Solid Tournament Pick         ML 7/2 - 7/1             60 

2- Alternate Higher Odds Pick    ML 8/1 - 14/1            55 

3- Bomb or Stab                  ML 15/1 - 30/1           50 

4- Single                        ML Fav                   70 

 

Below is a test result with each category of the On Demand with scoring in ranges:  70+, 60-69, 50-59. 

 
       On Demand, Score 70+,  Purse $10,000+ 

Category    Plays   Wins   Win   ITM    WROI  AvgWin  High   I.V. 
 

   1         6862   1381   20%   54%    0.90    $9    $45    1.58 

   2         2098    321   15%   44%    0.93    $12   $48    1.29 

   3          102     13   13%   39%    1.20    $19   $62    1.13 

   4         6964   3121   45%   80%    0.86    $4    $11    3.26 
 

Analysis 
The strongest On Demand plays are those with a score of 70 or more.  The win rates are excellent with all 

four categories relative to the odds ranges.  The public catches on to most of them though, causing the 

odds to drop and the ROI to suffer.  That may be a reflection of a weak ML or a ML affected by 

scratches. 
 

My tests with the On Demand clearly show a correlation between the 'score' and the results.  In other 
words, horses with a score of 77 will have better results than those with 72.  This was true for any level of 

scores with the On Demand hierarchy. 
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Handicapping Longshots 

Longshot Factors - On Demand  and  "Price Play" 
 

On Demand (continued) 
 

On Demand, Score 60-69,  Purse $10,000+ 

Category    Plays   Wins   Win   ITM    WROI  AvgWin  High   I.V. 
 

   1        13415   2019   15%   48%    0.86    $11   $57    1.21 

   2         8661    916   11%   36%    0.90    $17   $82    0.90 

   3          931     77   08%   27%    0.92    $22   $88    0.72 
 

Analysis 

A significant drop off in results with the 60-69 group as compared with 70+ scores.  From my perspective 

there are too many plays in this range.  I may adjust the formula to reduce the number of horses tagged in 
this score parameter.  This is a wide sample though and there will be a definite impact difference between 

those that score from 65-69 vs. those with a score below 65.  The data showed a lot of variation 

depending on race type and associated HTR factors, so spot play potential and eliminations to improve 
the ROI can be uncovered. 

 

 
On Demand, Score 50-59,  Purse $10,000+ 

Category    Plays   Wins   Win   ITM    WROI  AvgWin  High   I.V. 
 

    

   2         6719    567   08%   32%    0.85    $20   $95    0.70 

   3         4604    246   05%   23%    0.89    $33   $194   0.48 

 

Analysis 

The 50-59 scores are exclusively for horses in the high-odds or 'bomb' categories.  Although the On 

Demand hits its share of big ones, they don't win often enough to produce a positive ROI.   
 

Final Comments 

The On Demand shows a lot of promise and further testing will improve the rating and the scores to pump 
those ROI.  I'm pleased with the results from the 70+ score range and those are the best bets for locating a 

winning longshot.  The lower scores could use some work to reduce the number of losers.  After these 

items become part of Robot2 and the Export HX4, we'll get additional feedback from users to improve 

and identify the best plays. 
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Handicapping Longshots 

Longshot Factors - On Demand and "Price Play" 

 

Price Play  
The "Price Play" has been a popular item with HTR Subscribers.  It is listed only on the default Program 

Screen in HTR2.  If there are one or more "$$" horses in the race, one of them will be identified as the 

"Price Play" and is displayed at the bottom of the screen next to the "K Rating Picks".   
 

The reason the "Price Play" is not found elsewhere in any of the other HTR software screens is that the 
designation is a bit of a fraud.  Not a fraud in the sense that the "Price Play" is always a "$$" which is a 

valid marker.  But the method used to select the "Price Play", if there are multiple "$$" horses in the race, 

is not exactly scientific. 
 

Many years ago, HTR selected a single horse in each field as the "Price Play".  This was typically the 

highest rated (K) with ML odds of 6/1 or more.  The "$" are assigned to horses with factors known to 
produce longshot winners such as HTR=1 or Fr1=1.  As the program evolved, the "$$" was added if an 

entrant had two or more longshot factors in its favor.  Often, there are multiple "$$" horses in the same 

race.  The "Price Play" algorithm would simply loop through the field and choose the last one 
encountered.  So the "Price Play" always ends up choosing the horse with the highest post-position if 

there is more than one "$$" in the race.  If there is just one "$$" in the race, it is selected.  If there are no 

"$$"in the race, then no "Price Play" is displayed. 
 

This high-post-position flaw in the "Price Play" was revealed to HTR users immediately.  Yet they did not 
want me to change a thing because it seemed to be working and many of our members were having 

success with it.  So the "Price Play" is a case of "if it ain't broke, don't fix it" and remains part of the HTR 

legacy. 
 

I have never tested the "Price Play" or written about it in the newsletter until now.  That's because the 

"$$" horses are easily researched in Robot2 and we had loads of data samples proving their worth.  But 
the time has come to put the actual "Price Play", such as it is, to the test. 
 

Parameters 
 

 Dates:  May 1, 2010 - April 30, 2011 

 Purse $10,000 + 

 "Price Play" ($$ with highest post-position) as shown on HTR2 Program Screen 

 
"Price Play" - Purse $10,000+ 

Item     Plays   Wins   Win   ITM    WROI  AvgWin  High   I.V. 
 

 ALL     23959   2459   10%   34%    0.89   $18    $197   0.87 

 

Analysis 
The good news about the price play is that there is never more than one per race and that it tags a lot of 

big bombs that finish 1-2-3-4.  Average odds on a "Price Play" is around 10/1.  The "Price Play" found its 

best ROI with Turf Sprints (1.07) and worst with Artificial races (0.85).  The results can be considerably 

improved by using HTR = 1,2 or 3 in tandem.  This pushes the overall ROI to about 0.95 and raises the 
Win%.   
 

The bad news with "Price Plays" is the low overall win rate of 10% that produces a disappointing ROI 

and long losing streaks with Win bets.  There are some definite angles and factor combinations that can 

be used to create profitable angles with it though.  It will be added to Robot2 and the Export HX4 with 
the summer upgrade for you to test on your own.   
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Software Updates 

MaxVel Bug Fix and Modeler Update May 12, 2011 
 

 

HTR users reported a number of bugs in the last version of MaxVel software so I decided to upgrade now 
to fix the problems.  I have also added two new features that were requested for the Modeler.  Thanks to 

our attentive members for their bug reports and suggestions to improve the software. 

 
QP% Added to V2 Screen 

If you like Quirin speed points (QP) for race shape assessment, you might try the new addition to the [V2] 

display - the QP% (Quirin Point percentage).  You can sort this item along with the rest of the screen.  It 

may give you a new perspective on the amount of early pressure to expect from the field. 
 

Edit Factor List for Modeler Wizard 

A new click-button appears right below the [Modeler Wizard] button on the MaxVel Modeler screen.  It 
will display a handy pop-up window.  After you have run the Wizard, you may want to re-run it without 

one of the factors.  Click the [Edit Factor List] button and un-check the item you want to leave out of the 

next Modeler run.  This can give you a new perspective on the race or help by adding a new factor to the 

analysis.  Here is an example of how this might work. 
 

Assume the race I'm handicapping is a maiden claimer that includes FTS (first time starters) and some 
2TS (second time starters) who ran poorly in their debut.  Ideally, we would like to analyze this field 

based on factors that all of the horses have in common such as (K), HTR, JKY and TRN ratings.  But the 

Modeler Wizard shows me this: 
 
Top-1 

Fr1  45% 
 

Top-2 

PER  55% 
 

Top 3 

FR1  65% 
 

Top 4 

PER  85% 

 

These factors won't help me handicap the full field because the FTS and many 2TS won't have velocity or 

performance ratings.  So now I can click the [Edit Factor List] pop-up and remove the velocity, pace and 
speed items and rerun the Wizard and click the "rerun" button and get the following: 

 
Top-1 

HTR  35% 
 

Top-2 

TRN  50% 
 

Top 3 

TRN  60% 
 

Top 4 

(K)  85% 

 

This provides a brand new perspective.  With these factors, all of the entrants in the maiden race are 

covered and we can locate a better set of contenders.   
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Announcements and Reminders 
 

Seminar 2011 

 
Our annual seminar is scheduled for 10am Wednesday July 27, 2011 at the Gold Coast 
in Las Vegas.  The Gold Coast tournament follows July 28-30.  Hotel management 
assures me that our event has been 100% approved.   
 

Here is a preliminary schedule of events along with the associated speaker. 
 

10am       Intro and New Updates  (KM) 
11am       HTR Software Nuts & Bolts  (Donnie N.) 
12 noon   Lunch / Tech Support / Q & A   (All) 
1pm         New Concepts / E-Book / Handicapping  (KM) 
3pm         Tournaments / Taxes  (Mike Mayo) 
4pm         Robot2 and Spot Plays  (KM) 
5pm         Break / Group Discussion  (All) 
6pm         Database and Export  (Donnie N.) 
 
Software Updates 
 

MaxVel version dated "May 12, 2011" should be ready for installation by the time you 
read this newsletter.  You can update to the latest version for all HTR programs at the 
link below. 
 
http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe  
 
 
 

HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

 www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR Subscriber 

Zone around the 10
th

 of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter for no charge on-

line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 
archive library. 

 
Products and services from KM Software 

HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 

HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 
Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members only. 

 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe
mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.htr2.com/
http://www.homebased2.com/km

